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Abstrat. In this paper, we address a problem ommon in the frame

of WWW, namely, representing information that assumes di�erent faets

under di�erent ontexts (sets of worlds). For expressing ontext-dependent

(or multidimensional) data, we introdue Multidimensional Semistru-

tured Data, where ontext is de�ned through (dimension; value) pairs.

An extension of OEM alled Multidimensional Objet Exhange Model

(MOEM) is introdued, for representing multidimensional data. We dis-

uss the properties of MOEM and de�ne a transformation that, for any

given world, redues MOEM to a onventional OEM holding under that

world. As a ase study, we show how MOEM an be used to represent

hanges over time in an OEM database.

1 Introdution and Motivation

The nature of the Web poses a number of new problems [4℄. While in traditional

databases and information systems the number of users is more or less known and

their bakground is to a great extent homogeneous, Web users do not share the

same bakground and do not apply the same onventions when interpreting data.

Suh users an have di�erent perspetives of the same entities, a situation that

should be taken into aount byWeb data models. Similar problems appear when

integrating information from various soures [10℄, where the same oneptual

entity may exhibit di�erent struture, or ontain oniting data.

Those problems all for a way to represent information entities that manifest

di�erent faets, whose ontents an vary in struture and value. As a simple

example imagine a report that must be represented at various degrees of de-

tail and in various languages. A solution would be to reate a di�erent report

for every possible ombination of variations. Suh an approah is ertainly not

pratial, sine it involves exessive dupliation of information. What is more,

di�erent variants are not assoiated as being parts of the same entity. Although

existing web data models, suh as OEM [7℄, are in priniple apable to repre-

sent suh multi-faet entities, they fall short for a number of reasons, namely



(a) hidden semantis: by not addressing diretly the issue of multiple faets, it

is the responsibility of an appliation to assign semantis in an ad-ho manner,

(b) umbersome notation: representing multiple faets of an entity annot be

done in an elegant way, and () dupliation of information: information that is

ommon an be dupliated, whih is undesirable.

In this paper we introdue multidimensional semistrutured data and an ex-

tension of OEM alled multidimensional OEM, that inorporate ideas from mul-

tidimensional programming languages [3℄ and assoiate data with dimensions,

in order to takle the aforementioned problems. We show how multidimensional

OEM an be redued to OEM under a spei� world. As an example appliation

of multidimensional OEM, we onsider the problem of representing histories of

hanges in an OEM database. This problem has been also investigated in [8℄,

where the need for an OEM extension has been reognized. In Setion 5 we dis-

uss [8℄ further. A model for semistrutured data that deviates from OEM has

been proposed in [6℄, where edge labels are themselves piees of semistrutured

data. The model we propose views labels as ontaining metadata rather than

data. In [9℄, an extensible semistrutured data model has been proposed that uses

sets of properties of the form \property name: property value" as edge labels.

By attahing properties at will, the graph beomes rih in metadata. Di�erent

properties may have di�erent semantis, whih results in a model of inreased

generality, but on the other hand makes the formulation of queries more ompli-

ated. The goal of our approah is to represent information that presents di�erent

faets. This leads to ommon semantis for the metadata, whih is used solely to

embody ontext information. In addition, our model retains OEM labeled edges

and attahes ontext metadata to a new type of edges; graph models suh as

OEM beome speial ases of the model we propose.

Our work was inuened by Intensional HTML [16℄, a Web authoring lan-

guage that inorporates ideas presented in [13℄ and allows a single Web page

to have di�erent variants and to dynamially adapt itself to a user-de�ned on-

text. Our previous work onMultidimensional XML (MXML) [14, 11, 12℄ has also

played a major role in shaping the data model we desribe in this paper. MXML

is an extension of XML that treats ontext as �rst lass itizen. In MXML, ele-

ments and attributes an assume di�erent values or struture, depending on the

ontext. A multidimensional DTD (MDTD) has also been proposed for de�ning

onstraints on MXML douments.

In this paper, we address the representation of ontext-dependent semistru-

tured data in general. We de�ne an extended formalism for ontexts, and inves-

tigate various aspets of a multidimensional model for semistrutured data. The

struture of the paper is as follows. In Setion 2 we give a formalism for ontexts.

In Setion 3 we introdue a graph data model and syntax for multidimensional

semistrutured data, we disuss validity issues of the proposed model, and de-

�ne a proess for obtaining onventional graphs from a multidimensional graph.

Querying multidimensional semistrutured data is briey disussed in Setion 4.

In Setion 5, a way to model OEM histories using multidimensional OEM is

presented. Finally, Setion 6 onludes the paper.
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2 A Formalism for Contexts

Multidimensional semistrutured data (MSSD in short) are semistrutured data

(SSD in short) [15℄ whih present di�erent faets under di�erent worlds. The no-

tion of world is fundamental in our approah. A world represents an environment

under whih data obtain a substane. In the following de�nition, we speify the

notion of world using a set of parameters alled dimensions.

De�nition 1. Let D be a nonempty set of dimension names and for eah d 2 D,

let V

d

be the domain of d, with V

d

6= ;. A world w with respet to D is a set

whose elements are pairs (d; v), where d 2 D and v 2 V

d

, suh that for every

dimension name in D there is exatly one element in w.

The main di�erene between onventional semistrutured data and multi-

dimensional semistrutured data is the introdution of ontext spei�ers, that

are used to qualify semistrutured data expressions (ssd-expressions) [1℄ with

ontexts. The ontext of an ssd-expression an be seen as a set of worlds under

whih that ssd-expression holds; it beomes therefore possible to have at the

same time variants of the same information entity, eah holding under a di�er-

ent set of worlds. An information entity that enompasses a number of variants

(also alled faets) is alled multidimensional entity. If the faets e

1

; e

2

,. . . ,e

n

of

a multidimensional entity e hold under a world w (or, under every world de�ned

by a ontext spei�er ), then we say that e evaluates to e

1

; e

2

,. . . ,e

n

under w

(under , respetively).

In order to de�ne ontext spei�ers and explain their relation to worlds, we

�rst disuss ontext spei�er lauses.

De�nition 2. Let D be a set of dimension names and for eah d 2 D, let V

d

be the domain of d, with V

d

6= ;. Then a dimension spei�er s of a dimension d

is a pair (d; V ) where d 2 D and V 2 2

V

d

. A ontext spei�er lause  is a set

of dimension spei�ers, suh that for any dimension d 2 D there exists at most

one dimension spei�er (d; V ) in .

A ontext spei�er lause  is alled empty and is denoted by ;



, if for some

dimension d, (d; ;) 2 . The empty ontext spei�er lause ;



represents the

empty set of worlds E



(empty ontext). If  = ;, then  is alled universal

ontext spei�er lause, and represents the set of all possible worlds U



(universal

ontext). Any number of dimensions an be ombined to form a ontext spei�er

lause, in other words, it is not neessary for a ontext spei�er lause to ontain

an element (dimension spei�er) for every possible dimension. The meaning of

omitting dimensions beomes evident in what follows, where we explain how a

ontext spei�er lause is interpreted as a set of worlds.

De�nition 3. The extension 
 of a ontext spei�er lause  is de�ned as

follows: if =;, then 
=U



; if =;



, then 
=E



; else if =f(d

1

; V

1

),

(d

2

; V

2

), . . . , (d

n

; V

n

)g, then 
 = f f(d

1

; v

1

); (d

2

; v

2

),. . . ,(d

n

; v

n

)g j v

i

2 V

i

with 1 � i � ng.
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The extension of a ontext spei�er lause gives a set of sets of (dimension; value)

pairs. To determine whether eah set of pairs represents a world or not, the set D

of all the dimensions must be taken into aount. For a dimension in D that does

not exist in a ontext spei�er lause, the inlusion of all values in its domain is

implied. The following de�nes an expansion of ontext spei�er lauses in order

to take into aount the set of dimensions D.

De�nition 4. Let D be a set of dimensions and for eah d 2 D, let V

d

be the

domain of d, with V

d

6= ;. Let  be a ontext spei�er lause. Then the expansion

of  with respet to D is a ontext spei�er lause, denoted by exp(), that

ontains the following elements: (a) if (d; V ) 2 , then (d; V ) 2 exp(); (b) if

d 2 D and (d; V ) =2  for any V , then (d;V

d

) 2 exp().

Assuming a set of dimensions D, the worlds spei�ed by  with respet

to D are given by the extension of the expansion of , W



D

() = 
(exp()).

Consequently, (a) what represents a world with respet to a set of dimensions D,

represents a set of worlds with respet to every D

0

� D, and (b) what represents

a world with respet to a set of dimensions D, also represents a world with

respet to every D

0

� D.

The intersetion of two ontext spei�er lauses 

1

and 

2

, is a ontext

spei�er lause that represents the worlds spei�ed by both 

1

and 

2

.

De�nition 5. Let 

1

, 

2

be two ontext spei�er lauses. The ontext spei�er

lause intersetion 

1

\





2

, is a ontext spei�er lause 

3

suh that:



3

= f(d; V ) j (d; V ) 2 

1

and there is no element (d; V

0

) in 

2

g [ f(d; V )

j (d; V ) 2 

2

and there is no element (d; V

0

) in 

1

g [ f(d; V ) j (d; V

1

) 2 

1

and (d; V

2

) 2 

2

and V = V

1

\ V

2

g

Note that  \



;



= ;



, and  \



; = .

Consider the dimension language ranging over English, Frenh, Greek, the di-

mension detail ranging over low, medium, high, and the dimension format ranging

over ps, pdf. Consider also the ontext spei�er lauses 

1

= f(lang; fen; grg),

(detail; fmedium; highg)g and 

2

= f(lang; fgr; frg)g. Then, 

1

\





2

=

f(lang; fgrg), (detail; fmedium; highg)g, and represents the worlds: f(lang; gr),

(detail;medium), (format; ps)g, f(lang; gr), (detail;medium), (format; pdf)g,

f(lang; gr), (detail; high), (format; ps)g, f(lang; gr), (detail; high), (format; pdf)g.

De�nition 6. A ontext spei�er  is a nonempty set of ontext spei�er lauses.

A ontext spei�er  = f

1

; 

2

;. . . ,

n

g, n � 1, represents the set of worlds

W



D

() = W



D

(

1

) [W



D

(

2

)[ . . .[W



D

(

n

). In analogy to ontext spei�er

lauses, the empty ontext spei�er ;



is a ontext spei�er that ontains only

empty lauses 

1

= 

2

=. . .= 

n

= ;



, and does not represent any world. A

ontext spei�er that ontains at least one universal lause represents the set of

all possible worlds, is alled universal ontext spei�er, and is denoted by f;g.

We now de�ne how the intersetion and union of worlds is performed at the

level of ontext spei�ers. The intersetion of ontext spei�ers \



is based on the

intersetion of lauses \



, while the union of ontext spei�ers [



is not di�erent

from onventional set union, and is introdued for uniformity of notation.
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De�nition 7. Let 

1

, 

2

be two ontext spei�ers. Then the ontext spei�er

intersetion 

1

\





2

, is a ontext spei�er 

3

suh that: 

3

= f

i

\





j

j 

i

2 

1

,



j

2 

2

g. The ontext spei�er union 

1

[





2

, is a ontext spei�er 

4

suh that:



4

= 

1

[ 

2

.

Consider the ontext spei�ers 

1

= ff(lang; fen; grg), (detail; fhighg)gg

and 

2

= ff(lang; feng), (detail; flowg)g, f(lang; fgrg)gg. Then 

1

\





2

=

f;



, f(lang; fgrg), (detail; fhighg)gg = ff(lang; fgrg), (detail; fhighg)gg, and



1

[





2

= ff(lang; fen; grg), (detail; fhighg)g, f(lang; feng), (detail; flowg)g,

f(lang; fgrg)gg.

It is easy to show that the ontext spei�er intersetion and union are equiv-

alent to the intersetion and union of the orresponding sets of worlds. More

formally, if 

1

and 

2

are ontext spei�ers, then:

W



D

(

1

) \W



D

(

2

) =W



D

(

1

\





2

)

W



D

(

1

) [W



D

(

2

) =W



D

(

1

[





2

)

A ontext spei�er may ontain lauses that de�ne overlapping sets of worlds.

In the example above, the worlds mathing f(lang; gr); (detail; high); . . . g are

overed by the �rst and the third ontext spei�er lause of 

4

. The ontext

spei�er 

4

an be simpli�ed as follows: 

4

= ff(lang; feng), (detail; fhighg)g,

f(lang; fgrg), (detail; fhighg)g, f(lang; feng), (detail; flowg)g, f(lang; fgrg)gg

= ff(lang; feng), (detail; fhighg)g, f(lang; feng), (detail; flowg)g, f(lang; fgrg)gg

= ff(lang; feng), (detail; flow; highg)g, f(lang; fgrg)gg.

De�nition 8. Two ontext spei�er lauses 

1

; 

2

are said to be mutually ex-

lusive i� 

1

\





2

= ;



. Two ontext spei�ers 

1

; 

2

are said to be mutually

exlusive i� 

1

\





2

= ;



.

Mutually exlusive ontext spei�er lauses and ontext spei�ers de�ne dis-

joint sets of worlds. The ontext spei�er lauses 

1

= f(lang; feng)g and



2

= f(detail; flowg)g are not mutually exlusive, sine the worlds mathing

f(lang; en); (detail; low); . . . g are overed by both 

1

and 

2

. In ontrast, the

ontext spei�er lause 

3

= f(lang; fgr; frg); (detail; fhighg)g is mutually ex-

lusive with both 

1

and 

2

.

Setion 3.2 de�nes a syntax for ontext spei�ers in ssd-expressions, whih

will be used throughout the paper. As an example, onsider the expressions:

[time=07:45℄

[language=greek, detail in {low,medium}℄

[season in {fall,spring}, daytime=noon | season=summer℄

The last ontext spei�er ontains two lauses, and represents the worlds

where it is either summer or fall/spring noons. The universal ontext spei�er is

denoted by [℄ while the empty ontext spei�er is denoted by [-℄.

3 Supporting Contexts in SSD

In this setion we propose a graph model for representing MSSD, speify a

syntax for expressing multidimensional semistrutured data, and disuss some

properties of multidimensional data graphs.
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3.1 Multidimensional OEM

A predominant graph model for SSD is Objet Exhange Model (OEM) [2℄, that

was originally designed in Stanford as part of the TSIMMIS projet [7℄. OEM is a

rooted direted labeled multigraph, exible enough to tolerate the irregularities

of SSD. We retain that exibility, and extend OEM with two new basi elements:

{ Multidimensional nodes: a multidimensional node represents a multidimen-

sional entity, and is used to group together nodes that onstitute faets of

that entity. Faets of entities an use multidimensional nodes to onnet to

eah other, as a multidimensional node plays the role of a surrogate for its

faets. In our graph model, multidimensional nodes have a retangular shape

to distinguish them from onventional irular nodes.

{ Context edges: ontext edges are direted labeled edges that onnet a mul-

tidimensional node to its variants. The label of a ontext edge pointing to a

variant p, is a ontext spei�er that de�nes the set of worlds under whih p

holds. Context edges are drawn as thik or double lines, to distinguish them

from onventional edges.

We all the new model Multidimensional Objet Exhange Model (MOEM

in short). In MOEM the onventional irular nodes of OEM are alled ontext

nodes and represent variants assoiated with some ontext. Conventional (thin)

OEM edges are alled entity edges and de�ne relationships between objets.

As in OEM, all MOEM nodes are onsidered objets, and have a unique

objet identi�er (oid). In what follows, the terms node and objet will be used

interhangeably in the frame of MOEM. Context objets are divided into omplex

objets and atomi objets. Atomi objets have a value from one of the basi

types, e.g. integer, real, strings, et. The value of a omplex objet is a set of

objet referenes, represented by entity edges. The value of a multidimensional

objet is also a set of objet referenes, represented by ontext edges.

The MOEM in Figure 1 is an example of a ontext-dependent rereation

guide. For simpliity, the graph is not fully developed and some of the atomi

objets do not have values attahed. The dimensions and their respetive do-

mains in Figure 1 are as follows: season ranging over fsummer, fall, winter,

springg, daytime ranging over fnoon, eveningg, detail ranging over fhigh,

lowg, and lang ranging over fen, fr, grg. The restaurant with oid &15 nor-

mally operates on the �fth oor, but at summer noons it operates on the terrae.

Therefore, floor with oid &21 is a multidimensional objet whose (atomi) value

depends on dimensions season and daytime. Exept from having a di�erent

value, ontext objets an have a di�erent struture, as is the ase of &6 and

&7 whih are variants of the multidimensional objet address with oid &4. In

this ase, the musi lub with oid &2 operates on a di�erent address during the

summer than the rest of the year (in Athens it is not unusual for lubs to move

south lose to the sea in the summer period, and north towards the ity enter

during the rest of the year). The menu of the lub is available in three languages,

namely English, Frenh and Greek. The restaurant and the lub have a number

of reviews that an be detailed or brief, depending on the dimension detail.
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[lang=fr]

[season in

{fall,winter,spring}]

"5th"

&2

&3

&12 &13

&11

&6
&7

&4

&14

[season=summer]

address

city
city streetstreet

review

name

zipcode

music_club

parking

"terrace"

&15

&16

&19

&24

&23&22
&20

&41

&17

&25

&21

&18

[season!=summer

| daytime!=noon]

[season=summer,

daytime=noon]

[detail=high]

address

floor

score

street

commentsscore

reviewname

no

restaurant

[detail=low]

&26

&1

recreation_guide

&31
&32

&29

[daytime=evening]

[daytime=noon]

&30

&28

[daytime=noon]

[daytime=evening]

parking

&9

&8

&10

&5

[detail=high]

score

comments

[detail=low]

&36

&34

&33

&35

[detail=high,

lang=gr]

commentsscore

review

&40&38

&37

[lang=gr]

&39

[lang=en]

menu

MOEM Graph

8

7

"Athens"

&27

[lang=en]

[lang=gr]

&42

6

Fig. 1. A multidimensional rereation guide.

In addition, eah has a ouple of alternative parking plaes, depending on the

time of day as expressed by the dimension daytime.

The existene of two kinds of nodes and two kinds of edges raises the question

of whih node - edge ombinations are meaningful. Starting with what is not

legal, a ontext edge annot start from a ontext node, and an entity edge annot

start from a multidimensional node. Those two are the only onstraints on the

morphology of an MOEM graph.

A

(d)

D

B A

B

A B

B

DC E

c1
A

[ ]

l1

(e)(c)(b)(a) (f)

C

l1

l2
l3

l4
c1 c2 c2 c3 c4

A

C

D

B

E

c1 c2

c3c4 A

l1

l2c1

l2c1

l3 l4

l3 l4

Fig. 2. Some interesting MOEM onstruts.

Figure 2 depits some legal non-trivial MOEM onstruts. In Figure 2(b)

more than one ontext edges onnet a multidimensional node with the same

ontext node. The multidimensional node A evaluates to B under the union

of the worlds spei�ed by 1 and 2. The two ontext edges an, therefore,

be replaed by a single one with ontext spei�er 3 = 1 [



2. Figure 2()

shows a ontext node D that is part of two multidimensional nodes, A and B.
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This is the ase of the ontext objet with oid &31 in the example of Figure 1.

A multidimensional entity may be part of another multidimensional entity, as

demonstrated in Figure 2(d). The onstrut of Figure 2(e) is equivalent to that

of Figure 2(f): from the perspetive of l1 and l2, the ontext node A is assumed

to be the only variant of the multidimensional entity represented by B, holding

under every possible world.

We now give some formal de�nitions for the onepts that have been disussed

in this setion. We start by introduing multidimensional data graphs.

De�nition 9. Let C be a set of ontext spei�ers, L be a set of labels, and A

be a set of atomi values. A multidimensional data graph is a �nite direted

edge-labeled multigraph G = (V;E; r; C;L;A; v), where:

1. The set of nodes V is partitioned into multidimensional nodes and ontext

nodes V = V

mld

[V

xt

. Context nodes are further divided into omplex nodes

and atomi nodes V

xt

= V



[ V

a

.

2. The set of edges E is partitioned into ontext edges and entity edges E =

E

xt

[ E

ett

, suh that E

xt

� V

mld

� C � V and E

ett

� V



�L � V .

3. r 2 V is the root, with the property that there exists a path from r to every

other node in V .

4. v is a funtion that assigns values to nodes, suh that: v(x) =M if x 2 V

mld

,

v(x) = C if x 2 V



, and v(x) = v

0

(x) if x 2 V

a

, where M and C are reserved

values, and v

0

is a value funtion v

0

: V

a

! A whih assigns values to atomi

nodes.

It is easy to reognize that OEM is a speial ase of multidimensional data

graph, where there are no multidimensional nodes and ontext edges.

An important issue is whether or not, given a spei� world, it is always pos-

sible to redue a multidimensional data graph to a onventional graph holding

under that world. To be able to safely \disassemble" a multidimensional data

graph, eah multidimensional entity in the graph must evaluate to at most one

variant under any world. This leads to the de�nition of ontext deterministi

multidimensional data graphs, where the ontext spei�ers of eah multidimen-

sional entity are mutually exlusive.

De�nition 10. A multidimensional data graph G = (V;E; r; C;L;A; v) is ontext-

deterministi i� for every (p; 

1

; q

1

), (p; 

2

; q

2

) in E

xt

, with q

1

6= q

2

, 

1

\





2

= ;



.

An MOEM graph is a ontext-deterministi multidimensional data graph.

Note that, in any ase, a multidimensional entity may evaluate to no variant

under some world(s). A ontext-deterministi graph merely assures that an entity

annot evaluate to more than one variants under any spei� world.

For the rest of this paper we assume ontext-deterministi graphs. This does

not imply that ontext-nondeterministi graphs are of no interest; however, the

investigation of ontext-nondeterministi graphs is out of the sope of this paper.
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3.2 MSSD-Expressions

As pointed out in [1℄, the ornerstone of SSD syntax is ssd-expression. We de-

�ne mssd-expression by extending SSD syntax to inorporate ontext spei�ers.

The grammar of mssd-expression is given below in Extended Bakus-Naur Form

(EBNF), where symbols that an be de�ned by a regular expression start with

a apital letter.

mssd-expr ::= value | Oid value | Oid

value ::= Atomivalue | "{" omplexvalue "}" | "(" multidimvalue ")"

omplexvalue ::= Label ":" mssd-expr ("," omplexvalue)?

multidimvalue ::= ontspe ":" mssd-expr ("," multidimvalue)?

It is evident that multidimvalue orresponds to the multidimensional node

of MOEM, while atomivalue and omplexvalue orrespond to ontext nodes.

Note that multidimvalues an have objet identi�ers, just like omplex and

atomi values. The onventions onerning the syntax of labels, atomi values,

and objet identi�ers, as well as the requirements for the onsisteny of ssd-

expressions [1℄ also hold for mssd-expressions.

A ontext spei�er is of the form:

ontspe ::= "[" ontspelause ("|" ontspelause)* "℄"

ontspelause ::= "" | "-" | dimlist

dimlist ::= dimspe ("," dimspe)*

dimspe ::= dimname (atomiop Dimvalue | setop "{" setdimvalue "}")

atomiop ::= "=" | "!="

setop ::= "in" | "not in"

setdimvalue ::= Dimvalue ("," Dimvalue)*

As an example, onsider the following mssd-expression that desribes the

musi lub objet with oid &2 in Figure 1:

&2 {menu: &37 ([lang=gr℄: &38 {...},

[lang=en℄: &39 {...},

[lang=fr℄: &40 {...}),

name: &3,

address: &4 ([season=summer℄:

&6 {zipode: &11, street: &12, ity: &14 "Athens"},

[season in {fall,winter,spring}℄:

&7 {ity: &14, street: &13}),

review: &5 ([detail=low℄: &8 6,

[detail=high℄:

&9 {sore: &8, omments: &10}),

parking: &28 ([daytime=evening℄: &30,

[daytime=noon℄: &31)

}

In this paper we assume �nite dimension domains, whih the proposed syntax

desribes by enumerating their elements. Other ways of representation as well as

in�nite domains may be useful and are not exluded, they are, however, out of

the sope of this paper. In Setion 5.2 we introdue a shorthand for representing

intervals over a bounded, disrete, and totally ordered time domain.
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3.3 Properties of Multidimensional Data Graphs

Multidimensional data graphs present interesting properties, a disussion of

whih annot be exhausted in the present setion. In what follows, we intro-

due some basi onepts starting with the de�nitions of expliit ontext and

inherited ontext.

De�nition 11. Let G = (V;E; r; C;L;A; v) be a multidimensional data graph.

The expliit ontext of an edge h = (p; k; q) 2 E is given by the ontext spei�er

e, de�ned as follows: if h 2 E

xt

then e = k; otherwise, e = f;g.

The expliit ontext an be onsidered as the \true" ontext only within

the boundaries of a single multidimensional entity. When entities are onneted

together in a multidimensional graph, the expliit ontext of an edge is not the

\true" ontext, in the sense that it does not alone determine the worlds under

whih the destination node holds. The reason for this is that, when an entity

e

2

is part of (pointed to through an edge) another entity e

1

, then e

2

an have

substane only under the worlds that e

1

has substane. This an be oneived as

if the ontext under whih e

1

holds is inherited to e

2

. The ontext propagated in

that way is ombined with (onstrained by) the expliit ontext of eah edge to

give the inherited ontext for that edge. In ontrast to edges, nodes do not have

an expliit ontext; like edges, however, they do have an inherited ontext. The

inherited ontext of a node or edge is the set of worlds under whih the node

or edge is taken into aount, when reduing the multidimensional graph to a

onventional graph (as explained later in this setion).

De�nition 12. Let G = (V;E; r; C;L;A; v) be a multidimensional data graph,

i

r

be a ontext spei�er giving the inherited ontext of the root r, and p; q be

nodes in V with p 6= r. The inherited ontext of node p is given by the ontext

spei�er i

p

= i

1

[



i

2

. . .[



i

n

, with n � 1, where i

1

; i

2

;. . . ; i

n

give the

inherited ontexts of the edges in E that lead to p. Let i

q

be a ontext spei�er

giving the inherited ontext of node q, h be an edge in E that departs from q, and

e

h

be a ontext spei�er giving the expliit ontext of h. The inherited ontext

of edge h is the least set of worlds given by a ontext spei�er i

h

, suh that

i

h

= i

q

\



e

h

.

If the root r of an MOEM graph G is assumed to hold under every possible

world, the inherited ontext of the root beomes the universal ontext. A point

that requires attention, is that the inherited ontext of an edge whih onstitutes

part of a yle is eventually de�ned in terms of itself. It is easy, however, to show

that in suh ases there exists a least �xed point, whih gives the inherited

ontext of the edge.

Multidimensional entities are not obliged to have a faet under every possible

world. However, they must provide enough overage to give substane to eah

inoming edge under at least one world. The validity of a multidimensional data

graph ensures that edges pointing to multidimensional nodes do not exist in

vain. As an example, onsider the MOEM in Figure 3(a), whih is a variant of a
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part of the MOEM in Figure 1 where the ontext spei�er  of the ontext edge

(&18, , &23) has been hanged to [detail=high,lang=fr℄. Now, the entity

edge (&23, \omments", &27) does not hold under any world and is invalid, sine

there does not exist any world under whih &23 holds together with one of &41,

&42. If node &27 pointed also to a third ontext node through a ontext edge

with expliit ontext [lang=fr℄, the entity edge in question would be valid.

De�nition 13. Let G = (V;E; r; C;L;A; v) be a multidimensional data graph.

Let h = (p; k; q) be an edge in E that leads to a node q in V , let i

h

give the

inherited ontext of h, and let e

1

, . . . , e

n

, with n � 1, give the expliit ontexts

of the edges in E that depart from q. Then, the edge h is invalid i� i

h

6= ;



and i

h

\



(e

1

[



. . .[



e

n

) = ;



. The multidimensional data graph G is valid

i� none of its edges is invalid.

&2

&3

&12
&11

&6

&14

address

city

street

review
name

zipcode

music_club

parking

"terrace"

&15

&16

&19
&24

&22

&20

&17

address

floorstreet

score

review
name

no

restaurant

&26

&1

recreation_guide

&31

parking

&8

&34

&33

score

review

&38

menu

(b) An OEM Instance

8

7

"Athens"

6

w = { (season,summer),

(detail,low),

(daytime,noon),

(lang,gr) }

. . .

&23&22

&41

&18

[detail=high,lang=fr]

[detail=high,lang=fr]

score

[detail=high,lang=fr]

comments

[detail=high,lang=fr]
score

[detail=low]

review

[ ]

[detail=low]

[detail=low]

&26

(a) An Invalid MOEM

8

&27

[lang=en]

[-]

[lang=gr]

[-]

&42

Fig. 3. Figure 3(a) depits an invalid MOEM, annotated with the inherited ontexts

of edges (seond line of labels), and Figure 3(b) the OEM instane, holding under the

world w, of the MOEM in Figure 1.

Eah MOEM omprises a number of onventional OEM graphs. The faet of

an MOEM graph G under a world w, is an OEM graph G

w

that holds under

w. Given a world w expressed as a ontext spei�er 

w

, the graph G

w

an be

obtained from G through the following proess:

Proedure redue to OEM (G; 

w

; G

w

) is

Initialize G

w

to G. With G

w

do the following.

Step 1: Remove every node in V and edge in E with 

w

\



i = ;



, where i

gives the inherited ontext of the node or edge respetively.

Step 2: For every edge (p; l;m

1

) 2 E

ett

with m

1

2 V

mld

, follow the path

of onseutive ontext edges (m

1

; 

1

;m

2

),. . . ,(m

n

; 

n

; q), n � 1, until no more

ontext edges an be followed. Then, if q 2 V

xt

add a new entity edge (p; l; q)

in E

ett

.
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Step 3: Remove all multidimensional nodes in V

mld

. Remove all edges in E

departing from or leading to the removed nodes. ut

Intuitively, expliit ontexts an be seen as de�ning onstraints that are au-

mulated from the root to the leaves to form inherited ontexts. Inherited ontexts

are used to identify parts of the graph that are unreahable under some ontext,

and that an be removed in order to obtain the faet orresponding to a spe-

i� world. As an example, onsider the MOEM in Figure 1. By applying the

above steps on the MOEM for the world w = f(season; summer), (detail; low),

(daytime; noon), (lang; gr)g, we get the OEM in Figure 3(b). Notie how the

two parking multidimensional entities with oids &28 and &29 are represented

by the objet with oid &31. Also, notie how the omment objet with oid &35 is

exluded from the resulting OEM.

4 Querying Multidimensional Data Graphs

An issue that arises is how to query [5, 2℄ multidimensional semistrutured data.

In this setion, we disuss briey what a \multidimensional" query is, mention

the diretions of our ongoing work, and argue that an MOEM graph is something

more than the sum of the OEMs it an be \deomposed" to.

Similarly to an OEM database, we de�ne an MOEM database as a database

whose model is an MOEM graph. Suppose that an MOEM databaseM is redued

to an OEM database O

w

under the world w. Then, a \multidimensional" query

q = (q

w

; w) on M an be expressed as a query q

w

on O

w

. For example, onsider

the query q \give me the addresses of restaurants at summer noons in low detail

in Greek" on the MOEM database M of Figure 1. Then q is equivalent to q

w

\give me the addresses of restaurants" on the OEM faet O

w

of M for w =

f(season; summer); (detail; low); (daytime; noon); (lang; gr)g.

However, reduing M to O

w

is not a neessary step for evaluating q; the

proessing of q an take plae diretly on M . Intuitively, q

w

an be used for nav-

igating through MOEM entity edges, while w an guide the navigation through

MOEM ontext edges.

In addition, the fat that multidimensional data graphs group variants of

entities together, allows a \ross-world" type of queries. As an example, onsider

the musi lub in Figure 1, and the query: \give me the name and the address

in winter of a lub whose summer address is given". We believe that suh queries

show the potential of multidimensional data graphs, and that query proessing

for multidimensional data graphs is an interesting researh diretion.

5 Using MOEM to Represent Changes

In this setion, we will give an example of how MSSD an be applied to a

tangible problem: we will use MOEM to represent hanges in an OEM database.

In short, the problem an be stated as follows: given a stati OEM graph that

omprises the database, we would like a way to represent dynamially hanges
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in the database as they our, keeping a history of transitions, so that we are

able to subsequently query those hanges.

The problem of representing and querying hanges in SSD has been studied

in [8℄ where Delta OEM, whih extends OEM with annotations, is proposed.

Our approah, although quite di�erent, is based on the same framework, whih

we outline in Setion 5.1. The approah that we propose will be developed in

Setion 5.2. An important advantage of MOEM is that a single model an be

applied to a variety of problems from di�erent �elds; representing valid time is

a problem that we disuss here as a ase study.

5.1 Basi Conepts

In order to modify an OEM database O, four basi hange operations were

identi�ed in [8℄:

reNode(nid, val): reates a new node, where nid is a new node oid (nid 62

V ), and val is an atomi value or the reserved value C.

updNode(nid, val): hanges the value of an existing objet nid to a new

value val. The node nid must not have any outgoing ars (in ase its old value

is C, the ars should have been removed prior to updating the value).

addAr(p, l, q): adds a new ar labeled l from objet p to objet q. Both

nodes p and q must already exist in V , and (p; l; q) must not exist in E.

remAr(p, l, q): removes the existing ar (p; l; q). Both nodes p and q must

exist in V .

Ar removals an be used for deleting objets, as in OEM the persistene of

an objet is determined by whether or not the objet is reahable from the root.

Sometimes the result of a single basi operation u leads to an inonsistent state:

for instane, when a new objet is reated, it is temporarily unreahable from

the root. In pratie however, it is typial to have a sequene L = u

1

; u

2

; : : : ; u

n

of basi operations u

i

, whih orresponds to a higher level modi�ation to the

database. By assoiating suh higher level modi�ations with a timestamp, an

OEM history H is de�ned as a sequene of pairs (t; U), where U denotes a set

of basi hange operations that orresponds to L as de�ned in [8℄, and t is the

assoiated timestamp. Note that within a single sequene L, a newly reated

node may be unreahable from the root and still not be onsidered deleted. At

the end of eah sequene, however, unreahable nodes are onsidered deleted and

annot be referened by subsequent operations.

5.2 Modeling OEM Histories with MOEM

Given an MOEM database M , the following MOEM basi operations are in-

trodued: reateCNode for reating a new ontext node, updateCNode for

hanging the value of an atomi ontext node, reateMNode for reating a new

multidimensional node, addEEdge for reating a new entity edge, remEEdge

for removing an entity edge, addCEdge for reating a new ontext edge, and

remCEdge for removing a ontext edge.
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[d in {t1..now}]

"B""A"

"A"

&11

lab2

lab1
&12

lab2
lab1

&11 &13

[d in {start..t1-1}]

[d in {t1..now}]

updNode(&11, "B") at t1(a)
&1

lab2lab1
&2

lab2lab1

&1 &3

[d in {start..t1-1}]
[d in {t1..now}]

addArc(&1, "lab5", &9) at t1(b)

lab4

lab3

lab4

lab3 lab4

lab3

lab5

&2

lab2lab1

&1 &3

[d in {start..t1-1}]

[d in {t1..t2-1}]

remArc(&3, "lab3", &7) at t2(c)

lab4

lab3 lab4
lab3

lab5

&2

lab2lab1

&1 &3

[d in {start..t1-1}]

lab4
lab3

lab4
lab3

lab5

&10

[d in {t2..now}]

lab4

lab5

&9

&8&7

&7
&8

&7 &8 &9
&7

&8 &9

&9

Fig. 4. Modeling OEM basi hange operations with MOEM.

We will now use the framework outlined in the previous setion and the

MOEM operations introdued above to represent hanges in an OEM database

using MOEM. Our approah is to map the four OEM basi hange operations

to MOEM basi operations, in suh a way, that new variants of an objet are

reated whenever hanges our in that objet. In this manner, the initial OEM

database O is transformed into an MOEM graph, that uses a dimension d whose

domain is time to represent an OEM history H valid [8℄ for O. We assume that

our time domain T is linear and disrete; we also assume: (1) a reserved value

now, suh that t < now for every t 2 T , (2) a reserved value start, representing

the start of time, and (3) a syntati shorthand v

1

..v

n

for disrete and totally

ordered domains, meaning all values v

i

suh that v

1

� v

i

� v

n

. The dimension

d denotes, for eah ontext node it quali�es, the time period during whih this

ontext node is the holding node of the orresponding multidimensional entity.

Figure 4 gives an intuition about the orrespondene between OEM and

MOEM operations. Consider the sets U

1

and U

2

of basi hange operations, with

timestamps t

1

and t

2

respetively. Figure 4(a) shows the MOEM representation

of an atomi objet, whose value \A" is hanged to \B" through a all to the

basi hange operation updNode of U

1

. Figure 4(b) shows the result of addAr

operation of U

1

, while Figure 4() shows the result of remAr operation of U

2

,

on the same multidimensional entity. It is interesting to notie that three of the

four OEM basi hange operations are similar, in that they update an objet

be it atomi (updNode) or omplex (addAr, remAr), and all three are mapped
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to MOEM operations that atually update a new faet of the original objet.

Creating a new node with reNode does not result in any additional MOEM

operations; the new node will subsequently be linked with the rest of the graph

(within the same set U) through addAr operation(s), whih will ause new

objet variant(s) to be reated. It is worth noting that the hanges indued

by the OEM basi hange operations a�et only loalized parts of the MOEM

graph, and do not propagate throughout the graph.

Based on the above, eah OEM basi hange operation an be mapped to a

proedure implemented through alls to MOEM basi operations, thus de�ning

a proess for enompassing an OEM History into an MOEM database. Given

an MOEM database M reated through suh a proess, it is possible to speify

a time instant and get an OEM database O whih is a temporal instantiation

of M . In other words, a time instant t is a world for M and we an apply the

proess desribed in Setion 3.3 to redue M to an OEM holding under t.

6 Conlusions

In this paper, we presented a formalism for ontexts, we introdued multidi-

mensional semistrutured data, spei�ed their syntax, and proposed a new data

model alled multidimensional OEM, whih is a graph model that extends OEM

by inorporating dimensions. We de�ned the onept of a multidimensional data

graph, gave a validity riterion for that graph, and spei�ed a proess for redu-

ing multidimensional OEM to a onventional OEM under a spei� world. As a

ase study of multidimensional OEM, we showed how it an be used to represent

the history of an OEM database.

The implementation of the above omprises two appliations: \MSSDesigner"

that allows to design, validate and redue MOEM graphs, and \OEM History"

that models the history of an OEM database and allows to get OEM temporal

instantiations. Both appliations an be reahed at:

http://www.dblab.ntua.gr/�ys/moem/moem.html

We believe that MOEM has a lot more potential, and an be used in a va-

riety of �elds, among whih: in information integration, for modeling objets

whose value or struture vary aording to soures; in digital libraries, for repre-

senting metadata that onform to similar formats; in representing geographial

information, where possible dimensions ould be sale and theme.
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